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B2C and B2B companies translating data into operating margin 
improvements of up to 25 percent. Players in all sectors can fol-
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enough—doing so profitably in both mature and emerging mar-
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No company can compete today using only a single sales chan-
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When did you last change your direct sales approach? Leaders of 
the most successful direct sales forces have done just that. They 
now engage customers early—often before any sales pitch—
which can help unlock growth in key accounts and is the prereq-
uisite for solution sales. Even for the biggest suppliers in the most 
highly developed markets, there are always new ways for hunters 
to land new customers.
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sales capacity well in advance of needing it.
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a magic wand. No frontline effort can succeed without the right 
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companies extract the full value of marketing. An efficient and 
effective sales-support operation backed by the latest technology 
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and channel partners.
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Sales operations not only represent a huge opportunity for cost 
improvement—reducing back-office costs by 20 to 30 percent is 
not unusual—they are also an important contributor to customer 
experience, and sales force and channel effectiveness. An effec-
tive back office can boost revenues by 10 to 25 percent by giv-
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meanwhile, love the smoother fulfillment and faster turnaround 
time.
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Choosing the right leads to pursue is vital for profitable sales 
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Despite their interconnections, it can seem like marketing and 
sales are speaking different languages. Successful sales leaders 
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but the top companies understand the benefits, and they focus on 
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delivers the high returns it promises.
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but without investing substantially in the right talent, they will 
achieve little.
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Sales leaders know they themselves must be at the vanguard of 
change. Without strong leadership, any growth program will 
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above and beyond everything else.
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